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Paul Kahn
Hitting a bear in the ass  
with a handful of rice

Poems & Translations
Olivier Delbard – French
Le joueur de flûte bossu / 
The Hump-backed Flute Player

Nacho Fernández – Spanish 
este poema es para oso /  
this poem is for bear 

Luboš Snížek – Czech 
Tahle báseň je pro medvěda /  
this poem is for bear 

Nacho Fernández – Spanish  / Luboš 
Snížek – Czech / Reidar Ekner – Swedish
Bajo las colinas cerca del río 
Morava / Pod kopci u řeky Moravy 
/ Nedanför åsarna nära Morava-
floden / Under the Hills Near the 
Morava River 

Luci Collin – Portuguese
Riprap / Riprap

Irina Dyatlovskaya – Russian 
Брусчатка / Riprap

Сойдя с тропы/Свой путь /  
Off the trail

Shigeyoshi Hara – Japanese 
Hyoga no bourei tachi /  
from Glacier Ghosts

Luci Collin – Portuguese 
Bem No Rastro /  
Right in the trail 

Chiara D’Ottavi – Italian 
Per i bambini /  
For the Children

Il dopo Bamiyan /  
A�er Bamiyan

Francesca Mengoni
Cantici / Canticles   
(translated by Etain Addey)

Essays
Irina Dyatlovskaya
 Reading is a private act …

Luboš Snížek 
Why can we Czechs understand Gary 
Snyder poetry

Shigeyoshi Hara
How to translate phanopoeia:  
Gary Snyder’s poetry into Japanese

Chiara D’Ottavi 
A song of pure love,  
For the Children of the Earth

Nacho Fernández
Bones and Bears: Notes on the 
Translation of Two Poems by  
Gary Snyder 

Luci Collin 
Snyder in Portuguese –  
Language, Culture and Context

Reidar Ekner
The Sense of a Voice –  
Transmission Possible?

Framtida öde / Some Fate 

Utan skugga / No Shadow 

Gary Snyder in Translation
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works and activities such as cone harvesting, 
sawing and cutting, bringing water from the 
well, mowing, picking mushrooms (Czechs, 
Slovaks, Poles or Russians know edible mush-
rooms well and eat them) and berries (straw-
berries, blueberries, raspberries, blackberries) 
and so on.

The truth is that the times are changing 
and the situation today is a little different. 
The countryside is more and more the place 
for holiday and less and less the place of agri-
culture. Today not everyone has a relative who 
practices farming. 

On the other side more and more young 
people want to practice an ecological agri-
culture, practice the alternative, self-sufficient 
life style. In that case Gary Snyder poetry and 
essays can be a good wilderness and nature 
guidebook for them. And it also works this 
way for some time.

But the doors of his works introduce us 
into deeper and further countries. 

Gary Snyder poetry has two levels – the 
first: a nice story telling, the second: a theme 
for hard study. 

We can read the poetry almost as a fic-
tion. His poetry tells us the story (whether 
dreamy, mythical, surreal or real). That’s why 
Snyder poetry and essays are easy to read and 
understand for workers, white-collar workers, 
farmers, politicians, scientists or philosophers. 
It’s open to everybody with the open mind and 
to everybody who wants to take it in. 

Well, maybe Czechs and other nations 
with a totalitarian experience have an 
advantage over the others because they know 
very well how to read between the lines. No 
doubt, the places, where his story (his story 
– history) goes on, have a certain hallmark of 

The question, why we Czechs can understand 
Gary Snyder poetry, isn’t as easy as it seems. 
Let me try to find some satisfying answers. 

If the poetry of this American poet is able 
to address people all around the world (the 
edition of this magazine is a proof of it), it has 
to contain Something that touches something 
inside us despite the color of our skin, the 
cultural and political-social context or our in-
dividual dispositions. 

It is possible to enter into the world of 
Gary Snyder through many doors. For me and 
my generation (I am a man of forty) it was the 
door of literature: the Beat generation poetry 
and then our interest in the hippie movement 
and counter culture generally. But the next 
doors are ecology, Buddhism & Zen, or an in-
terest in the life-style of American Indians in 
the environment of Central Europe. And other 
doors can be the interest in primitive tribal cul-
tures, or mythology, or just liking for the story 
telling. All places behind these doors are inter-
connected and all these doors are open and we 
can go through them if we want to. As we find 
very easily, all these doors lead into nature. 

The contact of my generation with nature 
wasn’t as tight as in the Gary Snyder life, but 
it was very close. I can rewrite a Gary Snyder 
phrase: We Czechs are all yokels. 

In former Czechoslovakia every family 
had parents or grandparents or other rela-
tives who lived in the villages. So we knew the 
real life in the countryside (however damaged 
by the collective farming it was): domestic 
animals and their breeding, feeding, caring 
for and slaughtering, and also wildlife: mouf-
flons, deer, boars, hares, buzzards, jays, quails, 
ants & beetles. So I dare to say that every kid 
of my generation knew some typical village 

Why we Czechs can 
understand Gary Snyder 
poetry 

Luboš Snížek
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exoticism for Central Europe readers, but the 
feelings, impressions, and messages which his 
story relays are generally transmittable. We 
can say his poetry is local, but its lesson has a 
global validity.

It’s important for us that such a “simple” story 
excites our desire to know more, to know what 
happened before, what will happen a�er, why it 
happened and why it is happening just know. The 
poetry forces us to search, find and check some in-
formation and to educate ourselves. 

Furthermore, or vice versa – for the con-
temporary well-traveled young generation 
who has experience with the global world, the 
reading of Snyder poetry could arouse interest 
in the local world.

Gary Snyder is a good storyteller.
He tells lightly, but big events enact under 

the surface of the tale: the continents move, 
“diamond drill of racing icemelt waters” 
works, the woods are being cut or dried, the 
man is reaching the enlightenment under the 
new moon tongue, is moved by the flowing of 
the little creek or by the majesty of mountains. 

We are drawn into many ecological, geo-
logical, philosophical, spiritual, etymological, 
or just skillful topics, into the human and non-
human relationships, into the transfers of ener-
gies, energies of water, rocks and butterflies, 
into the history of the human race, into the 
world of shamans and dancers, and old ways. 
And when we are in danger of being lost in 
these worlds, the poet splashes us with cold 
water and lets us go our own (spiritual) way. 

It’s nice, funny, inspiring and also risky 
and dangerous. The positive aspect is that we 
still remain free. And we can go back home at 
any time. Maybe.

I don’t know if my attempt to find some 
satisfying answers brings any new or specific 
aspects in comparison with other translators. 
The fact is that Gary Snyder is well known in 
the Czech Republic as the Thoreauesque per-
sonality of the world ecological movement. 
Gary Snyder as a poet is on the second place. 
However, we can take the ecological aspect of 
his work as one of the doors to his poetical/
philosophical realm. 

The first step was done in 2002 during 
the exhibition “Wilderness – Nature, Soul, 
Language”, and the international conference 
“Wilderness as the Phenomenon of Integral 
Culture” at Klatovy-Klenová Gallery in the 
Šumava region, which was dedicated just to 
him and the Czech painter, typographer and 
philosopher Josef Váchal (1884 – 1969). 

For me as the translator, Gary Snyder 
poetry has one more important aspect – his 
language. He doesn’t tell the story with the 
help of some words. In his poems the words 
themselves are the storyteller, each with its 
own story (history). As a poet, he is just “the 
speaker”.

So, how is it possible to translate them 
into the another language? 

I’ve been reading and trying to translate 
Gary Snyder poetry and essays for almost 
twenty years – primarily as unpublishable 
stuff, now for publishing. But I can never say: 
“Vow, the translation is finished”. 

It’s very hard to find, for example, the 
right expressions for technical terms, activi-
ties, or some special equipment for the wood-
cutting, when the system of forest harvesting 
in the Czech Republic is a little different from 
the one in the USA. It is inspiring, but it’s not 
the main problem of translation.

These English monosyllabic words! How 
many, how nice, how voiced! And Gary Snyder 
poetic language and his spare way of phrasing! 

I like it but how to say it in Czech, when 
the Czech equivalent for most English mono-
syllabic words is disyllabic at least? When the 
Czech words are more “lazy”, they are poetical 
in a different way and I want to try to hold Gary 
Snyder rhythm.

It’s a challenge. So, due to Gary Snyder 
poetry and essays I still discover strange 
“back countries” of the Czech language. The 
more I find, the larger the region of the Czech 
language is. Due to Gary Snyder I learn and 
love Czech. What more could I wish?

      
April 10, 2005 


